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Only in the last fifteen years or so has the
notion of semi-uniform stability, which lies between
exponential stability and strong stability, become part
of the asymptotic theory of C0-semigroups. It now
lies at the very heart of modern semigroup theory.
After briefly reviewing the notions of exponential and
strong stability, we present an overview of some of
the best known (and often optimal) abstract results
on semi-uniform stability. We go on to indicate briefly
how these results can be applied to obtain (sometimes
optimal) rates of energy decay for certain damped
second-order Cauchy problems.
1. Introduction
Exponential and strong stability of C0-semigroups are
two classical topics in semigroup theory, and the
literature on these topics, through various deep results
over the past fifty years, has now reached a reasonably
complete state; we refer to [10,11,115] for extensive
accounts. Exponential stability is a strong property, and
it has a number of natural applications arising from its
specific quantitative character and its robustness under
perturbations. Meanwhile strong stability, that is to say
mere convergence to zero of semigroup orbits, is a rather
delicate property which (in the absence of exponential
stability) is highly sensitive to perturbations and depends
on fine properties of the semigroup generator.
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The present survey aims to address recent progress on how the gap between these two
extreme kinds of semigroup stability can be bridged. After reviewing some basic aspects of
exponential and strong stability and, where appropriate, offering some of our own commentary,
we describe an abstract approach to the study of quantified stability for operator semigroups
based on Tauberian theorems for Laplace transformswith remainder terms. This allows us to view
strong stability as an end-point case of quantified stability theory, with exponential stability at the
opposite end. Even though the pioneeringwork in this area goes back at least fifteen years, certain
aspects of the theory may not be well known even among experts. Our main message is simple:
many types of quantified asymptotic behaviour of operator semigroups can be characterised, or at
least described very precisely, in terms of simple resolvent bounds for semigroup generators and
of various related resolvent conditions. Strikingly, the passage from resolvent bounds to decay
rates can often be achieved without essential loss, so that optimal decay rates are possible as long
as one has sharp resolvent estimates. In fact, sharp resolvent estimates are (almost) equivalent to
sharp decay rates. While resolvents have long been used in the study of decay rates, a unified
approach leading to optimal rates of decay has emerged only relatively recently. The techniques
outlined in the present survey are intended to serve as a partial remedy, although they too have
their natural limitations and will not be the optimal tool in all situations.
We begin, in Section 2, by revisiting the classical subjects of exponential and strong stability,
paying particular attention to their connections with other topics in the asymptotic theory of
operator semigroups such as spectral mapping theorems. Then, in Section 3, we turn to the
modern theory of semi-uniform stability of operator semigroups, approached through quantified
Tauberian theory before finally, in Section 4, outlining how the abstract theory can be applied to
the study of abstract second order problems and thus to energy decay of dampedwaves. There are
many other interesting and important applications of the theoretical results, for instance to decay
of correlations of chaotic flows on manifolds, which due to space limitations we are unable to
address in our survey.Moreover, even the selection of theoretical topics covered here is necessarily
incomplete and rather skewed towards optimal results on Hilbert spaces, which are central to the
study of damped waves. Nevertheless, we hope that the survey will shed new light on both
classical and modern aspects of the quantified asymptotic theory of C0-semigroups.
2. Exponential and strong stability revisited
(a) Exponential stability and spectral mapping theorems
AC0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Banach spaceX is exponentially stable if for every x ∈X there exist
M(x)> 0 and ω(x)> 0 such that ‖T (t)x‖≤M(x)e−ω(x)t for all t≥ 0. By a simple argument based
on the uniform boundedness principle, this is equivalent to the existence of positive constantsM
and ω not depending on x such that ‖T (t)‖≤Me−ωt, t≥ 0. Thus if one defines the exponential
growth bound of (T (t))t≥0 as
ω(T ) := inf
{
ω ∈R : ∃M ≥ 0 s.t. ‖T (t)‖≤Meωt for all t≥ 0}, (2.1)
then exponential stability is equivalent to the property ω(T )< 0. Of course, if there exists
t0 > 0 such that ‖T (t0)‖< 1, then (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially stable (and vice versa). Thus, any
uniform decay rate of the form ‖T (t)x‖=O(r(t)) for some r ∈C0(R+) and every x ∈X implies
exponential stability of (T (t))t≥0 in view of the uniform boundedness principle. Once (T (t))t≥0
is known to be exponentially stable one is often interested in the optimal choices of M and ω
above, and we will address this matter in some detail below.
From the point of view of many applications exponential stability is the “best” type of
stability one may hope for. It is robust under small bounded perturbations, indeed even under
certain non-linear perturbations, and as a result it forms the basis for the theory of linearised
stability. Equilibrium points with exponentially stable linearisations are easily detected, whereas
equilibrium points whose linearisations are stable merely in a weaker sense are invisible in
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practice; see however [81,82], which deal with an intermediate situation in the spirit of our survey.
In many situations the primary task is to characterise exponentially stable or strongly stable
semigroups in terms of appropriate a priori information, since the semigroup is rarely known
explicitly, and sometimes even when it is the computations quickly become cumbersome. Natural
a priori objects, both from the point view of abstract operator theory and also for applications to
PDEs, are the spectrum σ(A) of the generator A of a C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 and the resolvent
R(z,A) := (z −A)−1 for z in the resolvent set ρ(A) :=C \ σ(A) of A. If A is bounded, then by
the elementary spectral mapping theorem for the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus one has
σ(T (t))= etσ(A), t≥ 0, and the spectral radius formula implies that
ω(T ) = s(A), (2.2)
where s(A) := sup{Re z : z ∈ σ(A)} is the spectral bound of A. In particular, s(A)< 0 is equivalent
to ω(T )< 0, and the spectral bound of A alone determines whether or not the semigroup
(T (t))t≥0 is exponentially stable. Unfortunately, (2.2) may fail dramatically if A is an unbounded
operator. Recall the fundamental relation from semigroup theory,
R(z,A)x=
∫∞
0
e−ztT (t)xdt, x∈X, Re z >ω(T ), (2.3)
which says that on suitable half-planes the resolvent of the generator is the Laplace transform
of the semigroup (in the strong sense). In particular, the right half-plane {z ∈C : Re z > ω(T )}
is contained in the resolvent set ρ(A), and moreover s(A)≤ ω(T ). However, one of the main
differences between the theory of Laplace transforms and the theory of power series is that
Laplace transforms do not allow for an analogue of the Cauchy-Hadamard formula for power
series. Thus on any right half-plane Cα := {z ∈C : Re z ≥α} the integral on the right-hand side of
(2.3) may be convergent without being absolutely convergent, and its convergence onCα does not
guarantee boundedness of R(z,A) on any smaller half-plane; for relevant examples see e.g. [19]
and the references therein.
It is natural therefore either to try to describe those situations in which (2.2) does hold or to
describe ω(T ) in non-spectral terms, and there has been extensive activity in both directions. An
obvious place to look for semigroups satisfying (2.2) is among semigroups (T (t))t≥0 such that
either σ(T (t)) \ {0}= etσ(A), t≥ 0, or at least σ(T (t))= etσ(A), t≥ 0.
In the first case, one says that the spectral mapping theorem (SMT) holds for (T (t))t≥0, while in
the second case, (T (t))t≥0 is said to satisfy the weak spectral mapping theorem (WSMT). It has
long been known that the SMT holds for eventually norm-continuous semigroups (that is to
say, C0-semigroups which are continuous in the uniform operator topology on (t0,∞) for some
t0 ≥ 0); see e.g. [59, Corollary IV.3.12], [73, Theorem 16.4.1], [115, Theorem 2.3.2]. This class is
rather large and, in particular, it includes all eventually differentiable semigroups (thus also all
analytic semigroups) and all eventually compact semigroups. There are partial generalisations of
the SMT based on replacing eventual norm-continuity by norm continuity at infinity and related
notions; see e.g. [27], [115, Theorem 2.3.3]. (Note that on Hilbert spaces norm continuity of a C0-
semigroup on (0,∞) can be characterised by the simple resolvent condition ‖R(z,A)‖→ 0 along
an appropriate vertical line.) Unfortunately, these topics are beyond the scope of this survey. For
interesting applications of the spectral mapping theorems to the study of concrete linear and
non-linear PDEs see e.g. the recent works [56,57,67] and also the slightly less recent papers [50,63].
The WSMT holds for C0-groups (T (t))t∈R with sufficiently moderate growth as |t|→∞ [115,
Theorem 2.4.4]. However, such (semi)groups cannot be exponentially stable. Note also that by
a theorem due to Weis [148] the equality (2.2) holds for positive semigroups on Lp-spaces and
C(K)-spaces. However, as noted in [142], there exists a positive group on the Banach lattice L1
failing to satisfy even the WSMT. Thus it is possible for the SMT to fail even though the crucial
property (2.2) still holds. This situation seems to be completely unexplored in the literature. The
multiplication semigroup on ℓ2(N) given by T (t)x= (eintxn)n≥1 for x= (xn)n≥1 provides a
simple example of a C0-semigroup satisfying the WSMT but not the SMT. Apart from the one
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given in [142], examples ofC0-semigroups failing to satisfy the WSMT (with a detailed analysis of
the spectrum and resolvent behaviour) may be found in [68,150]. All of these examples are based
on a widely cited example of Zabczyk [152] (preceded by [60]) based on a direct sum construction.
At the same time, the somewhat neglected example of failure of the WSMT for the Riemann-
Liouville C0-group T ((t))t∈R on L2(0, 1), defined by (T (t)f)(s)= 1Γ (t)
∫s
0(s− r)it−1f(r) dr, can
already be found in [73, Section 23.6]. We refer to [70] for an illuminating study of this group and
of the resolvent of its generator. Note that in this case one has σ(T (t))= {z ∈C : e−|t|π/2 ≤ |z| ≤
e|t|π/2} for t∈R while σ(A) = ∅. Moreover, the resolvent of A is compact in this example.
Another line of counterexamples to the SMT stemming from examples due to Wolff and
Greiner, Voigt and Wolff is based on the study of translation semigroups like (T (t)f)(s)=
f(ets) on intersections of weighted Lp-spaces or on the Sobolev space H1 over (1,∞) [10,
Example 5.3.2]; see [10] for a thorough discussion and further references. Renardy’s paper [127]
is a standard reference for failure of the WSMT in the case of a semigroup originating from
the simple hyperbolic equation utt − uxx − uyy = e2πxiuy on (0, 1)× (0, 1) × R with periodic
boundary conditions; see also [23,132]. Other important counterexamples from the point of view
of applications are given in Lebeau [98], Schenck [135] and Jin [80] in the context of the damped
wave equation utt + but − uxx − uyy = 0.
Recall that the essential spectrum σess(T ) of a bounded linear operator T can be defined as
σess(T ) := {z ∈C : z − T is not Fredholm}. It is instructive to observe that the set σ(T ) \ σess(T )
is at most countable and consists of isolated eigenvalues of T of finite multiplicity, accumulating
only at points in σess(T ). Thus σess(T ) in a natural sense contains “most” of the spectrum of T .
The essential spectrum of Hilbert space C0-semigroups (T (t))t≥0 originating from a large class
of hyperbolic equations was described in non-resolvent, geometric terms in the deep paper [89]
by Koch and Tataru. More specifically, it was shown in [89, Theorem 3] that if (T (t))t≥0 governs
a hyperbolic initial boundary value problem on a smooth, compact and connected Riemannian
manifold with smooth boundary, then, under some mild technical assumptions, σess(T (t)) has
rotational symmetry, being either a disk, an annulus or the union of an annulus and the origin
for all times t outside a countable exceptional set. In particular, if (T (t))t≥0 is the semigroup
arising in Renardy’s example, then σess(T (t)) = {z ∈C : e−t/2 ≤ |z| ≤ et/2}, while the spectrum
of the generator lies on the imaginary axis; see [89, Example 2]. It would be instructive to
develop a more complete theory involving the properties of the resolvent of the semigroup
generator. We point out that the spectral description due to Koch and Tartaru is related to the
famous “circles conjecture” from semigroup theory; see e.g. [150, Theorem 4.1] and the comments
following it. In [72], Herbst proved that if the SMT fails in the Hilbert space setting then it
fails dramatically. Specifically, Herbst showed that if (T (t))t≥0 is a C0-semigroup on a Hilbert
space X , with generator A, then etz ∈ σ(T (t)) \ etσ(A) implies that etzT⊆ σ(T (t)) for almost
all t≥ 0, where T denotes the unit circle. The “circles conjecture” is that the result holds more
generally for C0-semigroups on Banach spaces, but this remains an open problem. What is
known, however, is that if (T (t))t≥0 is a Banach space C0-semigroup, with generator A, and
if sup{‖R(a+ ib, A)‖ : b∈R}=∞, then etaT⊆ σ(T (t))t≥0 for almost all t≥ 0; see [150, Cor. 4.4].
If Re z < s(A) for all z ∈ σ(A), then one may set a= s(A) in the inclusion above. It is plausible
that the exceptional set here is not merely a null set but necessarily at most countable, as in the
Koch-Tataru result. As an example of an application of Herbst’s theorem we mention [28, Section
4], where it was used to clarify the spectral structure of Lax-Phillips semigroups arising in the
study of local energy decay.
When s(A)<ω(T ) the identity (2.3) suggests looking more closely at the resolvent of A rather
than the spectral bound s(A). This appears to be the right way to proceed on Hilbert spaces and,
more generally, on Banach space with good geometry. If ω >ω(T ) then necessarily {z ∈C : Re z ≥
ω}⊆ ρ(A) and supRe z≥ω ‖R(z,A)‖<∞. By applying the vector-valued version of Plancherel’s
theorem onHilbert spaces and the resolvent identity, one can show that the latter property already
characterises the exponential growth bound of C0-semigroups on Hilbert spaces.
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Theorem 2.1. If (T (t))t≥0 is C0-semigroup on a Hilbert space, with generator A, then
ω(T )= inf
{
ω > s(A) : sup
Re z≥ω
‖R(z,A)‖<∞
}
=: s0(A). (2.4)
In particular, if (T (t))t≥0 is bounded, then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially stable;
(ii) iR⊆ ρ(A) and sups∈R ‖R(is, A)‖<∞.
This result is usually referred to as the Gearhart–Prüss theorem, although it was also obtained
independently by Huang [76] and Monauni [113]; see also [112]. It is also a direct consequence
of the description of the resolvent set of T (t) by means of the resolvent of A. Indeed, µ ∈
ρ(T (t)) \ {0} if and only if the set {z ∈C : ezt = µ}⊆ ρ(A) and R(z,A) is bounded on this set;
see e.g [120]. (There is also a Banach space version of the latter result, in which one replaces
boundedness of the resolvent by convergence of certain Cesàro averages or by an appropriate
Fourier multiplier condition; see e.g. [93].) Note that the same description of the spectrum of
T (t) was obtained, independently and almost simultaneously, by Herbst [71] and Howland [75].
However, these authors did not explore its applications to stability theory.
It is instructive to observe that Theorem 2.1 does not generalize to Lp-spaces for p 6= 2; see
for instance [10, Examples 5.1.11 and 5.2.2]. Moreover, returning to the Hilbert space setting,
the local version of Theorem 2.1 does not hold. Indeed, let (T (t))t≥0 be the (positive) C0-
semigroup on X =L2(1,∞) given by (T (t)f)(s)= f(ets), with generator A, and let f ∈X be
the characteristic function of the set
⋃
n∈N(e
n, en + n−2). Then the map z 7→R(z,A)f extends
to a bounded holomorphic function on C−1, but the map t 7→ ‖T (t)f‖ grows exponentially; see
e.g. [10, Example 5.2.3] for further details. There is a partial remedy for x∈D((−A)α), where
α> 0 is fixed. The exponential growth bound for ‖T (t)x‖, uniform in x∈D((−A)α), is given by
ωα(T ) := inf
{
ω ∈R : e−ωt‖T (t)R(µ,A)α‖<∞},
where µ∈ ρ(A) is fixed, and ωα(T ) can be characterised in terms of polynomial bounds onR(z,A)
on an appropriate right half-plane, namely
ωα(T ) = inf
{
ω > s(A) : sup
Re z≥ω
(1 + |z|)−α‖R(z,A)‖<∞
}
=: sα(A); (2.5)
see [147]. Moreover, the function α 7→ ωα(T ) is convex on [0,∞). It remains an open question
whether it is possible to say more about exponential stability of individual orbits for special
classes of semigroups such as C0-semigroups of contractions on Hilbert spaces.
There are important situations in which the spectrum of the generator determines the
exponential growth bound of aC0-semigroup, and there exists an intricate abstract theory relating
to this question. One such situation arises when the system of root vectors of the generator forms
a Riesz basis, which occurs frequently in applications. To our knowledge, the following result by
Miloslavskii [111, Theorem 1] is one of the most general results of its kind.
Theorem 2.2. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a C0-semigroup on a Hilbert space X , with generator A satisfying
σ(A)⊆ {z ∈C : Re z < 0}, σ(A)=
∞⋃
k=1
Ωk, Ωl ∩Ωm =∅, l 6=m,
where Ωk is a finite set for each k. Assume further that the spectral projections Pk corresponding to Ωk
have finite rank and that the subspacesXk := Pk(X), k≥ 1, form a Riesz basis of subspaces inX . If there
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exists γ > 0 such that
sup
z∈Ωk
|Re z| ≥ γ dimXk log(dimXk),
then (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially stable. If, moreover, N := supk≥1 dimXk is finite, then we have the
explicit estimate
‖T (t)‖≤C(1 + t)N−1es(A)t, t≥ 0,
for some constant C > 0.
Zabczyk’s example mentioned above shows that both parts of this result become false if the
relevant assumptions on the dimensions of the spaces Xk are omitted. Note also that s(A) =
ω(T ) whenever N is finite. It is plausible that in the setting of Theorem 2.2 the WSMT holds for
(T (t))t≥0 if and only if N is finite, but this does not appear to be known. Note that there exist
many statements in the literature related to Theorem 2.2; we mention only the recent papers [5,6],
where the equality s(A) =ω(T ) is proved for generatorsAwhose eigenvectors form a Riesz basis.
In many applications, for example those dealing with linearisations of non-linear PDEs, one
encounters the problem of finding sharp bounds for the constant M =M(ω) in the estimate
‖T (t)‖≤Meωt, t≥ 0, for a fixed ω ∈R, especially when (T (t))t≥0 is known to be exponentially
stable. One thus arrives at the task of obtaining an explicit estimate for sup{e−ωt‖T (t)‖ : t≥ 0}.
It is usually straightforward to obtain a rough exponential estimate of the form ‖T (t)‖≤Leλt,
t≥ 0. Helffer and Sjöstrand in [69, Proposition 2.1] obtained the following useful bound which,
incidentally, leads to yet another proof of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.3. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a C0-semigroup on a Hilbert space, with generator A. Let L> 0 and
λ∈R be as above and suppose that ω < λ is such that N(ω) := supRe z≥ω ‖R(z,A)‖ is finite. Then
‖T (t)‖≤L(1 + 2LN(ω) (λ− ω))eωt, t≥ 0. (2.6)
It is natural to ask what happens in the limit as ω→ω(T ). The answer depends on the rate
of blow-up of R(z,A) or, more precisely, of N(ω) near ω(T ). Assuming that ω(T )>−∞, N(ω)
blows up as ω→ω(T ). If there are C, k > 0 such that N(ω)≤C(ω − ω(T ))−k for ω − ω(T )> 0
sufficiently small, then, as shown in [69], one gets supt≥1 t
−ke−ω(T )t‖T (t)‖<∞. In fact, one
may associate with every blow-up rate of the resolvent an appropriate correction of exponential
growth of the semigroup; see [132] for details. Recently, using the techniques of [69], the following
interesting result was proved by Wei in [146, Theorem 1.3].
Theorem 2.4. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a C0-semigroup of contractions on a Hilbert space X . If iR⊆ ρ(A) and
ω0 := sups∈R ‖R(is, A)‖<∞, then
‖T (t)‖≤ eπ/2e−ω0t, t≥ 0. (2.7)
Some Banach space counterparts of Theorem 2.3 (as well as additional references) may be
found in [94,132], while several interesting and relevant examples of applications are considered
e.g. in [69,146] and [77, Remark 3.13].
It is clear that if a C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially stable then its orbits T (·)x (x ∈
X) and its weak orbits 〈T (·)x, y〉 (x∈X , y ∈X∗) belong to (vector-valued) Lp and many other
classical Banach function spaces onR+. A line of theorems originating fromDatko’s famous result
(which are of importance in some applications, e.g. in control theory) show that certain converse
statements hold, too. We thus have a phenomenon which is Tauberian in character. Moreover,
it is possible to estimate the exponential growth bound of a semigroup, as the following result
shows. The first part of the result is due to Datko and Pazy (see e.g. [115]), and the second part
was proved by Weiss [149].
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Theorem 2.5. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a C0-semigroup on a Banach space X . Assume either that there exist
p∈ [1,∞) and C > 0 such that ∫∞
0
‖T (t)x‖p dt≤C‖x‖p, x ∈X, (2.8)
or, ifX is a Hilbert space, that there exist p ∈ [1,∞) and C > 0 such that
∫∞
0
|〈T (t)x, y〉|p dt≤C‖x‖p‖y‖p, x, y ∈X. (2.9)
Then ω(T )≤−(pC)−1.
Note that the existence of constants C such that (2.8) and (2.9) hold would already follow from
the fact that all orbits (or weak orbits) of (T (t))t≥0 lie in an Lp-space, by a simple application of
the closed graph theorem. Observe also that the estimate ω(T )≤−(pC)−1 is optimal in the sense
that ω(T ) equals the infimum of the numbers−(pC)−1, with C > 0 running over all constants for
which (2.8) holds with respect to an equivalent norm; see [115, p. 82].
For other results of this type and relevant ideas we refer the reader to [115, Chapter 3], [10],
and to [116]. There are many more statements along the lines of Theorem 2.5 in the literature
(although most of them are primarily of theoretical interest).
While there are many perturbation results for the exponential stability, most of them concern
perturbations which are small in a metric sense; in this case exponential stability of the perturbed
semigroup comes as no surprise. However, there are some nice exceptions of this rule, as the
following recent result by Prüss [121] shows.
Theorem 2.6. If A generates an exponentially stable C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Banach space X , and
if B ∈L(X) is such that limt→0+ ‖(T (t)− I)B‖= 0 (for example, if B is compact) and λ− A−B is
invertible for λ∈C+, then A+B, too, generates an exponentially stable C0-semigroup.
(b) Strong stability
Strong stability is another basic stability concept in the theory of operator semigroups. Unlike
exponential stability, it is distinctly qualitative in character. Nevertheless, it is precisely this notion
of stability that lies behind many of the more recent developments in the quantified asymptotic
behaviour of operator semigroups.
Recall that aC0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Banach spaceX is said to be strongly stable, or simply
stable, if for every x ∈X ,
lim
t→∞ ‖T (t)x‖= 0.
By the uniform boundedness principle, every stable semigroup is necessarily bounded and, by
the spectral inclusion theorem, the generator A of a stable semigroup satisfies σ(A)⊆{z ∈C :
Re z ≤ 0}. The example of the left-shift semigroup on L2(R+) shows that a semigroup may be
stable and yet have a generator A whose spectrum is “maximal” in the sense that σ(A) = {z ∈
C : Re z ≤ 0}. Thus the location of the spectrum of the generator alone does not tell us a great
deal about stability of the semigroup. The initial intuition behind the spectral approach is that
the smaller the spectrum of the generator on the imaginary axis the better the stability properties
of the associated semigroup. A particularly revealing illustration of this is the following famous
result due to Arendt and Batty, and Lyubich and Vu˜ [10, Theorem 5.5.5].
Theorem 2.7 (Arendt-Batty-Lyubich-Vu˜). Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded C0-semigroup on a Banach
space A, and suppose that the generator A is such that the boundary spectrum σ(A) ∩ iR is at most
countable and contains no eigenvalues of the adjoint of A. Then (T (t))t≥0 is stable.
The result is best possible as far as the spectral assumptions on A are concerned; see e.g.
[10]. Subsequently, more sophisticated results of this kind, applicable in the case when the
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spectrum contains arbitrary large sets on the imaginary axis, were proved in the series of papers
[29,42,43,144]; see also the survey [46]. Here the above “spectral smallness” principlewas replaced
by a more general one: the more the resolvent of the generator can be extended to or across the
imaginary axis, the better the stability properties of the semigroup orbits. To convey the flavour
of the relevant results we formulate a statement which turned out to be particularly useful in
some applications to PDEs; see [32, Theorem 5], [144, p. 75-76] and [46] for further details.
Theorem 2.8. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a completely non-unitaryC0-semigroup of contractions on a Hilbert space
X , with generator A. Then (T (t))t≥0 is stable if and only if the set{
x ∈X : lim
a→0+
√
aR(a+ ib, A)x=0 for almost all b∈R
}
is dense inX . If (T (t))t≥0 is merely assumed to be bounded then it is stable provided the set{
x ∈X : lim
a→0+
√
aR(a+ ib, A)x= 0 for all b∈R
}
is dense inX .
Note that it is possible to formulate necessary and sufficient (integral) conditions for stability
of a bounded C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 or its individual orbits. For an account of these results
concerning strong stability, including stability of semigroups on Banach spaces, characterisations
of stability in non-resolvent terms, and even stability of (non-autonomous) evolution families, we
refer the reader to the survey [46] and the references therein.
One may also define a notion of weak stability for C0-semigroups. Indeed, one says that
(T (t))t≥0 is weakly stable if all of the orbits of (T (t))t≥0 converge to zero in the weak topology as
t→∞. The notion of weak stability corresponds to the concept of mixing in ergodic theory, where
one deals with weakly stable unitary C0-groups of Koopman operators on L2-spaces. The general
theory of weak stability of C0-semigroups is not particularly well developed, and in particular
weakly mixing unitary groups are still studied in ergodic theory largely on a case-by-case basis.
On the other hand, weak stability can often serve as a Tauberian condition for strong stability, as
the following statement shows.
Theorem 2.9. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a C0-semigroup of contractions on a Hilbert space X , with generator A.
If (T (t))t≥0 is completely non-unitary then it is weakly stable. Moreover, if A has compact resolvent then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (T (t))t≥0 is weakly stable;
(ii) (T (t))t≥0 is strongly stable;
(iii) (T ∗(t)t≥0 is strongly stable;
(iv) (T (t))t≥0 is completely non-unitary.
If A=A0 −BB∗, where A0 is skew-adjoint, has compact resolvent, and B is bounded, then each of the
conditions (i)-(iv) is equivalent to the property thatB∗x 6=0 for every non-zero x ∈X such thatA0x= isx
for some s∈R.
This result has appeared, in one form or another, in a number of papers. It is used implicitly
in the paper [79], which studies energy decay for a class of hyperbolic equations including
the damped wave equation; see [15] for a discussion. Proofs of the equivalence of (i)-(iv) in
Theorem 2.9 may be found in [26,99,103], while the last statement of the theorem is contained
in [92, Theorem 5] and [18, Theorem 14]. As another statement similar in flavour to Theorem 2.9,
recall that weak stability of a bounded semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on an L1-space implies strong
stability (see [46]), and the same holds on C(K)-spaces, whereK is a compact Hausdorff space, if
(T (t))t≥0, in addition, is irreducible; see [108]. For further results in which the stability (or, more
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generally, convergence) of aC0-semigroup is a consequence of mild assumptions on the geometry
of the underlying Banach space, see [64] and the references therein.
3. Quantified Tauberian theorems and semi-uniform stability of
operator semigroups
In many cases, stability results for C0-semigroups or their individual orbits are consequences
of general Tauberian theorems for Laplace transforms. The latter often serve as an inspiration
for the former, and in modern treatments both are recognised as being two sides of the same
coin. Nowadays, the role of Tauberian theory in the theory of C0-semigroups is well understood.
The relevant theory was developed in a number of papers, arguably starting with the seminal
paper [9]. Later, in [41], a finer distributional approach was developed, which has recently
been extended to include quantitative aspects; see [20,45,53,54]. A good introduction to modern
Tauberian theory may be found in [91], while applications to operator semigroups are discussed
thoroughly in [10].
The following result is usually attributed to Ingham [78] and Karamata [84], although a version
was in fact first discovered by M. Riesz [128, Satz II]. It is a classical Tauberian theorem which
underpins just about all of what follows here; we refer to [46] for a short proof.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a Banach space and let f :R+→X be a bounded and uniformly continuous
function whose Laplace transform f̂ admits a holomorphic extension to each point of iR. Then
limt→∞ ‖f(t)‖= 0.
Theorem 3.1 is the starting point for numerous results in the asymptotic theory of C0-
semigroups, and it has been generalised in various directions. It is natural in analysis, and also
in Tauberian theory, to equip a convergence result with a rate whenever this is possible. In the
case of Theorem 3.1 this can be done in a way which has a number of interesting consequences,
not least for operator semigroups. Observe, however, that Theorem 3.1 is best possible in the
sense that one cannot expect any rate of decay for f if no further assumptions are imposed on
the growth of f̂ , even if f̂ extends to an entire function; see e.g. [33,54,55]. In order to obtain
quantitative results one assumes that f̂ extends analytically beyond iR to some precise domain
and that this analytic extension satisfies an appropriate bound in this domain. Given continuous
and increasing functionsM ,K :R+→ (0,∞)we define
ΩM :=
{
z ∈C : Re z >− 1
M(| Im z|)
}
andMK(s) :=M(s)
(
log(1 +K(s)) + log(1 + s)
)
(3.1)
for s≥ 0. Note that the functionMK is continuous, strictly increasing and unbounded, and hence
it has an inverse function M−1K defined on [a,∞) for some a> 0. The function M itself may not
be strictly increasing, and we denote by M−1 any right-inverse ofM . Without further comment
we extend both inverses by 0 to R+. The following result is a rather general Tauberian theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let f ∈L1loc(R+;X) be a function with weak derivative f ′ ∈Lp(R+;X), where p ∈
[1,∞]. Let M , K :R+→ (0,∞) be continuous and increasing functions satisfying, for some ε∈ (0, 1),
C ≥ 0,
M(s)≤K(s)≤C ee(sM(s))
1−ε
, s∈R+.
Assume that f̂ extends analytically to ΩM and that
‖f̂(z)‖≤K(| Im z|), z ∈ΩM . (3.2)
Then there exists c > 0 such that
(t 7→M−1K (ct)‖f(t)‖)∈Lp(R+). (3.3)
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This Tauberian theorem is the result of developments over a period of almost ten years. In
the special case p=∞ and K =M it was first obtained by Batty and Duyckaerts in [22]. In that
case, the function MK(s) =M(s)(log(1 +M(s)) + log(1 + s)) is often denoted by Mlog . It is the
achievement of Batty, Borichev and Tomilov [20] to extend the basic result from [22] and the
classical Ingham-Karamata-Riesz theorem to general p and to allow functions K of the form
(1 + s)αM(s)β (for some α, β ≥ 0) instead of just K =M . In this case MK and Mlog do not
differ essentially. There is also an extensive discussion in [20, Section 4] of the fact that more
general functions K are possible, too. In fact, there are sometimes non-trivial relations between
the functions M and K, and the interplay between the shape of ΩM and the growth of f̂ in ΩM
can be analysed by means of more or less standard techniques of complex analysis, such as the
theory of harmonic measure. For instance, if M(s) =C(1 + s)α and if f̂ grows polynomially in
ΩM , then, as was noted in [30, Lemma 3.4], one necessarily has |f̂(z)| ≤Cǫ(1 + |z|α+ǫ) for all
z ∈ΩcM for an appropriate constant c > 1. Theorem 3.2 in its full generality was finally proved in
an unpublished manuscript by Stahn [138, Theorem 1.1]; see also [139].
Regardless of p, Theorem 3.2 is optimal in the sense that one cannot obtain any better weights
in (3.3) thanM−1K . Optimality for p=∞ and polynomialM =K was proved in [30, Theorem 3.8]
by an explicit and fairly involved construction. By developing further the ideas from [30], this
approach was then extended to all p and to some other functionsM (and also to individual orbits
of Hilbert space semigroups) in [20, Sections 5 and 7], and in [138, Theorem 4.1] for an even
larger class of functions M and K; see also [54] and [53] for an alternative abstract approach to
optimality.
In order to make the link between general Tauberian theory and C0-semigroups, it suffices
to observe that if (T (t))t≥0 is a bounded C0-semigroup on a Banach space X with generator A,
and if A has no spectrum on the imaginary axis, then applying Theorem 3.1 to individual orbits
shows that the semigroup is stable. This is of course a very special case of Theorem 2.7. Applying
Theorem 3.1 to the bounded, Lipschitz continuous, operator-valued function T (·)A−1 yields
lim
t→∞ ‖T (t)A
−1‖= 0. (3.4)
To distinguish this kind of asymptotic behaviour of (T (t))t≥0, we call a bounded C0-semigroup
(T (t))t≥0 satisfying (3.4) semi-uniformly stable, noting that in this case the stability of (T (t))t≥0 is
uniform with respect to initial values from the unit ball of D(A) endowed with the graph norm.
We emphasise that our terminology is not particularly common in the literature. However, the
terminology is at least natural from the point of view that every exponentially stable semigroup
is semi-uniformly stable, and every semi-uniformly stable semigroup is (strongly) stable. It is
straightforward to see that the converses of these statements are both false.
A natural question, both from an operator-theoretic perspective and from the point of view
of applications to PDEs, is whether semi-uniform stability can be quantified. To clarify the
quantification problemnote first that convergence of ‖T (·)A−1‖ to zero can formally be translated
into an estimate of the form
‖T (t)x‖=O(r(t)), t→∞, (3.5)
for some function r ∈C0(R+) and for every x∈D(A), that is, for every classical solution of the
Cauchy problem u˙=Au. If the semigroup (T (t))t≥0 is stable but not exponentially stable, then
one can never expect such an estimate to hold for every initial value x ∈X . Indeed, having (3.5)
for every x∈X is equivalent to exponential stability by a simple application of the uniform
boundedness principle, as has already been observed. In fact, for strongly stable semigroups
which are not exponentially stable we obtain the following statement; see [114,115].
Theorem 3.3. (a) Let (T (t))t≥0 be a strongly stable but not exponentially stable C0-semigroup on
a Banach space X . Then for every r ∈C0(R+) there exists x∈X such that ‖T (t)x‖≥ r(t) for
all t≥ 0.
(b) Let (T (t))t≥0 be a weakly stable but not exponentially stable C0-semigroup on a Hilbert spaceX .
Then for every r ∈C0(R+) there exists x ∈X such that |〈T (t)x, x〉| ≥ r(t) for all t≥ 0.
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Note that for non-exponentially stable semigroups the above statements also rule out the
possibility of various integral conditions being satisfied for all semigroup orbits. This is in
accordance with Theorem 2.5 stated above. For more results on lower bounds for weak orbits
of C0-semigroups on mostly reflexive Banach spaces, see [114] and [141].
While the decay of a stable semigroup can be abitrarily slow, the decay of sufficiently regular
orbits admits a rate whenever the semigroup is semi-uniformly stable. This claim is made precise
by the following theorem, a substantial part of which can be deduced from the Tauberian theorem
3.2. The statement was obtained in [22] by Batty and Duyckaerts, as a culmination of several
notable preceding results originating from both abstract operator theory and its applications,
e.g. in [16,35,98,102]. The paper [22] sparked a considerable amount of further research on
quantitative aspects of semi-uniform stability for C0-semigroups, and it is a precursor of many of
the quantitative stability results discussed below.
Theorem 3.4. Let(T (t))t≥0 be a bounded C0-semigroup on a Banach spaceX , with generator A, and let
µ∈ ρ(A). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) σ(A) ∩ iR is empty;
(ii) limt→∞ ‖T (t)R(µ,A)‖=0.
Moreover, if either (i) or (ii) hold, let
M(s) := sup{‖R(ir, A)‖ : |r| ≤ s}, s≥ 0,
define the functionMlog byMlog =MK where K =M andMK is as in (3.1), and letM
−1 denote any
right-inverse ofM . Then there exist positive constants C, C′, c, c′ such that
C′
M−1(c′t)
≤ ‖T (t)A−1‖≤ C
M−1log (ct)
(3.6)
for all sufficiently large t.
The implication (i)=⇒ (ii) is proved for instance in [17, p. 803] and [145, Corollary 3.3],
although it was already contained implicitly in [9]; it may be viewed as a consequence of the
Ingham-Karamata-Riesz theorem. In order to prove the converse implication, assume that (ii)
holds and that s∈R is such that is∈ σ(A). Then eist(1− is)−1 ∈ σ(T (t)R(1,A)) by the spectral
inclusion theorem [73, Theorem 16.3.5] for the Hille-Phillips functional calculus, and in particular
|1− is|−1 ≤ ‖T (t)R(1,A)‖ for all t≥ 0. Letting t→∞ yields the desired contradiction, since (ii)
in particular holds for µ= 1 by a simple application of the resolvent identity.
Observe that if ‖R(is, A)‖≤M(|s|) for s∈R, then the Neumann series expansion shows that,
for any c > 1, the regionΩcM is contained in the resolvent set ofA and ‖R(z,A)‖≤ cc−1M(| Im z|)
for z ∈ΩcM . Hence the upper bound in (3.6) is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2. In contrast
to the setting of Theorem 3.2, however, in this case it is natural to describe the region of
holomorphic extension ofR(z,A) and the growth of the extension by the same functionM , up to
constant multiples. The lower bound in (3.6) arises as consequence of simple operator-theoretic
considerations based on the semigroup analogue of the fundamental theorem of calculus.
Note that if M(s) =Ceas, then M−1 and M−1log are asymptotically of the same order, and
Theorem 3.4 yields the optimal logarithmic rate of decay for ‖T (t)A−1‖. This result, which
goes back to [98] and, with an optimal rate, to Burq [35], is of great value for applications, for
example to the study of damped wave equations. By going to the opposite end of the scale and
taking a constant functionM one recovers part of the Weis-Wrobel relation (2.5) for bounded C0-
semigroups in the case α=1. A general local version of this statement is due to van Neerven [115];
see also [19] the references therein. Thus it is natural and important when the upper bound in
(3.6) matches the lower bound. It can be easily checked that for semigroups of normal operators
and for sufficiently regular M one can indeed replace the upper bound 1/M−1log by the lower
12
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bound 1/M−1; see e.g. [21, Section 5.1]. However, it is known that the function M−1log in (3.6)
cannot in general be replaced byM−1 for bounded Banach space C0-semigroups. As in the case of
Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.4 is optimal in the sense that one cannot obtain better upper estimates for
the semigroup orbits than the one given by (3.6). In the case of polynomial resolvent growth this
goes back once again to [30], but more recently an elegant abstract approach for obtaining optimal
lower bounds for semigroup orbits was found by Debruyne and Seifert in [53,54]. Note, however,
that the lower bounds contained in these optimality results hold only along a subsequence of R+.
It is not known whether one may prove stronger optimality results in the spirit of Theorem 3.3.
Concerning the closely related situation of so-called cut-off (or Lax-Phillips) semigroups it
is important to note that around the same time as Batty and Duyckaerts in [22], Christianson
proved a very similar decay rate result for functions of the form f(t) =χ1T (t)R(1,A)kχ2, where
(T (t))t≥0 is a C0-semigroup of contractions on a Hilbert space, χ1 and χ2 are bounded linear
operators, the Laplace transform f̂ extends to a domain ΩM where it satisfies a polynomial
growth estimate with K(s) =C(1 + s)N , and k≥N + 2 [47, Theorem 3]. The result states that
‖f(t)‖=O(1/M˜−1log (ct)k/2), where M˜log(s) =M(s) log(1 + s). This result has been applied to the
study of concrete equations, in particular dampedwave equations, for instance in [47,48,80,129]. It
is worth pointing out that, unlike Batty and Duyckaerts, Christianson in his assumptions already
uses separate functions M and (a polynomial) K for the description of the region of analytic
continuation and for the estimate of the cut-off resolvent χ1R(z,A)R(1, A)kχ2 in that region.
However, improved versions of the Tauberian Theorem 3.2 (see [22, Theorem 4.2], [138, Theorem
1.1]) yield the decay rate ‖f(t)‖=O(1/M−1log (ct)k); see also [22, Corollary 4.2] which is especially
designed for the situation of cut-off semigroups. Note that M−1log and M˜
−1
log are comparable for
polynomialM , and that therefore the result from [22] is stronger in this case.
Of course, from the point of view of applications to PDEs, one’s primary interest is in the
situation where (T (t))t≥0 is a bounded C0-semigroup on a Hilbert space. It turns out that for
such semigroups Theorem 3.4 can be substantially sharpened, by replacing Mlog with M for a
very large class of functions M , thus answering an open question in [22] for polynomial M . As
in the situation of the Gearhart-Prüss theorem, the availability of the vector-valued Plancherel
theorem plays a crucial role here. The following result was first obtained in [30, Theorem 2.4]. It
shows that if, in Theorem 3.2, X is a Hilbert space and M is of polynomial form, then the upper
bound in (3.6) can be sharpened to match the lower bound, and in particular the sharpened upper
bound is optimal.
Theorem 3.5. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded C0-semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Hilbert space, with generator
A, and let α> 0 be a constant. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) ‖T (t)(I − A)−1‖=O(t−1/α) as t→∞;
(ii) iR⊆ ρ(A) and ‖R(is, A)‖=O(|s|α).
Note that polynomial decay rates as in Theorem 3 are stable with respect to certain classes of
factored perturbations BC of A, where the operators B and C are subordinated to appropriate
fractional powers of −A and −A∗; see e.g. [118] for details.
The approach of [30] was refined and extended in [21,105]. Here the study of uniform
stability of T (·)x for x∈D(A) was extended to orbits with x ∈ Im(A) and also, as a combination
of the two, to uniform stability of orbits with x∈ Im(A) ∩D(A). Uniform stability of T (·)x
for x∈ Im(A) corresponds in operator-theoretic terms to ‖T (t)A(I − A)−1‖→ 0, and the latter
condition is characterised (in the Hilbert space setting) by the spectral condition σ(A) ∩ iR⊆
{0} together with the resolvent condition sup|s|≥1 ‖R(is, A)‖<∞. The spectral condition on
its own characterises (even on Banach spaces) the decay ‖T (t)A(I − A)−2‖→ 0, which is the
operator-theoretic formulation of uniform stability of orbits T (·)x for x∈ Im(A) ∩D(A). Apart
from providing a general framework within which to analyse these three types of semi-uniform
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stability, the paper [21] also presented a number of quantified (and often optimal) results on semi-
uniform stability, which are in the the spirit of Theorem 3 but allow for resolvent growth which
is not necessarily polynomial but more generally regularly varying. This direction of research
was further developed for instance in in [45,131,136], where a number of generalisations and
complementary results may be found.
The most notable extension of the results in [21,30] was obtained in [131] by Rozendaal, Seifert
and Stahn. A continuous increasing function M :R+→ (0,∞) is said to be of positive increase if
there exist positive constants α> 0, c∈ (0, 1] and s0 > 0 such that
M(λs)
M(s)
≥ cλα, λ≥ 1, s≥ s0.
This is a large class of functions, which in particular contains the class of regularly varying
functions (of positive index) considered in [21]. The following result was proved in [131,
Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 3.6 (Rozendaal-Seifert-Stahn). Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded C0-semigroup on a Hilbert space
X , with generator A, and letM :R+→ (0,∞) be a function of positive increase. The following assertions
are equivalent:
(i) ‖T (t)(1− A)−1‖=O(1/M−1(t)) as t→∞;
(ii) iR⊆ ρ(A) and ‖R(is, A)‖=O(M(|s|)) as |s|→∞.
Note that, as the analysis of multiplication semigroups in [21, Section 5.1] reveals, the class
of functions of positive increase is the largest possible class for which the resolvent estimate
‖R(is, A)‖≤M(|s|), s∈R, implies the decay rate ‖T (t)A−1‖=O(1/M−1(t)) as t→∞; see also
[131].
It sometimes happens in applications that a resolvent estimate on iR is known
only along a subsequence. To clarify this situation and complement Theorem 3.4,
observe that if M :R+→ (0,∞) is a continuous increasing function such that M(s)→
∞ as s→∞ and lim sup|s|→∞M(|s|)−1‖R(is, A)‖> 0, then there exists c > 0 such that
lim supt→∞M
−1(ct)‖T (t)(I − A)−1‖> 0, and if M has positive increase then the latter
inequality holds for all c > 0; see [44, Proposition 5.4]. In fact, the same applies more generally
to bounded C0-semigroups on Banach spaces.
Exponential and semi-uniform stability with polynomial rates can also be approached by
means of Fourier multiplier techniques. We are unable to discuss this approach in our short
survey, and we instead refer to the interesting recent paper [133] (and the references therein)
for details. In particular, the paper contains versions of Theorem for unbounded semigroups; see
e. g. [133, Section 4].
4. Applications to second-order Cauchy problems
Since this survey emphasises abstract aspects we found it instructive, in passing to descriptions
of illustrative applications of our techniques, to begin with a discussion of an abstract model and
then to illustrate briefly, in the concluding remarks, how it relates to several concrete situations
dealing mostly with damped wave equations. This subsection is based on the presentation in a
very nice paper by Anantharaman and Léautaud [8, Part II], which in fact considers a slightly
more general setup than ours. Note that similar arguments can be found in a number of papers
and books dealing with asymptotic behaviour of hyperbolic equations and operator matrices, but
we refrain from mentioning all of them here.
For the remainder of this section, let A and B be self-adjoint positive semi-definite operators
on a Hilbert space X . Assume that A has compact resolvent, and that B is bounded. Assume
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further that
‖Bx‖> 0 for every (non-zero) eigenvector x of A. (4.1)
The general approach given below in fact works under much milder assumptions on A and B,
but in view of our applications to damped wave equations it is reasonable to restrict our attention
to this particular setting. Consider then the following second-order Cauchy problem inX :
u¨+Bu˙+ Au= 0, u(0) = u0, u˙(0) = u1, (4.2)
for certain initial values u0, u1 ∈X . Setting U = (u, u˙), this second-order Cauchy problem can be
rewritten on the space X :=D(A1/2)×X as a first-order Cauchy problem
U˙ =AU, U(0) = (u0, u1)∈X , (4.3)
where
A=
(
0 I
−A −B
)
, with D(A) =D(A)×D(A1/2). (4.4)
The operator A generates a C0-semigroup of contractions (T (t))t≥0 on X by the Lumer-
Phillips theorem and a simple perturbation argument. Hence for every pair of initial values
(u0, u1)∈D(A)×D(A1/2) the second order problem (4.2) admits a unique classical solution
u∈C(R+;D(A)) ∩ C1(R+;D(A1/2)) ∩ C2(R+;X).
Since A has compact resolvent, the embeddings D(A) →֒D(A1/2) →֒X are compact, and
boundedness ofB implies thatA too has compact resolvent. The spectrum ofA contains therefore
only isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. It was proved in [8] that the spectrum σ(A) is
contained in the union of the open strip {z ∈C :− 12‖B‖<Re z < 0} and the interval [−‖B‖, 0].
Moreover, KerA=KerA× {0}, so that 0∈ σ(A) if and only if 0∈ σ(A). Note that assumption
(4.1) plays a crucial role in showing that σ(A) ∩ iR⊆{0}.
If 0 ∈ σ(A)we let P0 be the Riesz projection corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 (noting that P0
need not be orthogonal), and ifA is invertible we setP0 =0. LetX0 := (I − P0)X andA0 :=A|X0 .
ThenA0 is the generator of theC0-semigroup (T0(t))t≥0 of contractions (namely the restriction of
the semigroup (T (t))t≥0 to the T -invariant subspace X0) and σ(A0) = σ(A) \ {0}. In particular,
it follows from Theorem 3.4 that the semigroup (T0(t))t≥0 is semi-uniformly stable.
One would typically like to determine whether (T0(t))t≥0 is exponentially stable or, if not, to
obtain uniform decay rates for classical solutions. The decay of (T0(t))t≥0 is intimately related to
the decay of the physically more relevant energy of solutions u of the second-order problem (4.2):
E(u, t) :=
1
2
(
‖A1/2u‖2 + ‖ut‖2
)
. (4.5)
In fact, the decay rate of the energyE(u, t) for all pairs of initial values (u0, u1)∈D(A)×D(A1/2)
(no restriction to X0!) is the same as the square of the decay rate of ‖T0(t)A−10 ‖ and, as a result,
we may apply the results in Section 3. It is then natural to say that the energy of (4.2) decays
semi-uniformly with rate r ∈C0(R+) if E(u, t)≤Cr(t)2‖A(u0, u1)‖2 for all (u0, u1)∈D(A)×
D(A1/2). Note that E(u, t) =O(r(t)2) for some r ∈C0(R+) and for all initial values (u0, u1)∈X
is equivalent to exponential stability of the semigroup (T0(t))t≥0), and therefore to exponential
decay of E(u, t) for all solutions of (4.2).
Recall from Section 2 the discussion of circles contained in the spectrum of C0-semigroups.
This discussion implies in particular that the well-known alternative – either ‖T0(t)‖= 1 for
all t≥ 0 or (T0(t))t≥0 is exponentially stable – holds here in a much stronger form: either
(T0(t))t≥0 is exponentially stable or T⊆ σ(T0(t)) for almost every t≥ 0. Thus, unless (T0(t))t≥0
is exponentially stable, its peripheral spectrum (in fact, even the peripheral essential spectrum) is
as large as possible for almost all values of t.
In order to link the study of (T0(t))t≥0 with the results from the preceding sections, define the
quadratic operator pencil P (z) := z2 + zB + A, z ∈C, withD(P (z)) =D(A). The next statement
in combination with the abstract decay criteria from Section 3 tells us that semi-uniform decay
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rates for the energyE can be rewritten as operator norm estimates for P (z)−1 with z ∈ iR; see [8,
Lemma 4.6].
Theorem 4.1. There exists C > 1 such that for all s∈R with |s| ≥ 1,
‖R(is,A0)‖ − C|s|−1 ≤‖R(is,A)‖ ≤ ‖R(is,A0)‖+ C|s|−1, and
C−1|s|‖P (is)−1‖≤‖R(is,A)‖ ≤C(1 + |s|)‖P (is)−1‖.
Note that for s∈R one has ‖P (is)−1‖= ‖P (−is)−1‖ and, similarly, ‖R(is,A0)‖=
‖R(−is,A0)‖, so one may restrict attention in the above estimates to large positive values of s.
Thus Theorem 4.1 reduces the problem of estimating the decay rate of (T0(t))t≥0 to the stationary
problem of obtaining norm estimates for P (is)−1 for large s > 0. The latter, however, is a very
delicate matter and is intimately related to fine structure of A and B. The problem of obtaining
estimates for P (is)−1 as s→∞ is far from being fully understood, even for comparatively simple
models such as the damped wave equation discussed below.
On the other hand, resolvent estimates for A, and hence norm estimates for P (·)−1, can
often be deduced from control-theoretic properties of the system governed by (4.2) and/or joint
spectral properties of A and B. The first approach relies, in particular, on the study of various
observability properties including Hautus-type tests, the second approach concerns so-called
wave-packet conditions. Their advantages become apparent when dealing with “rough” dampings,
where there is less to be gained from employing microlocal techniques. Among the papers
following this (often rather effective) ideology we mention, for example, [8,40,82,109,110,124].
To give a flavour of the relevant results, we formulate several resolvent estimates proved (in a
more general context allowing also for unbounded operators B) in the recent paper [44]. Similar
(and sometimes stronger) results can be found in the papers mentioned above.
Let A be a skew-adjoint operator and B a bounded self-adjoint positive-definite operator on
some Hilbert space. The pair (A,B) is said to satisfy the non-uniform Hautus test if there exist
increasing functions p, q :R+→ (0,∞) with r0 > 0 such that
‖x‖2 ≤ p(|s|)‖(is −A)x‖2 + q(|s|)‖Bx‖2, x∈D(A), s∈R. (4.6)
Note that we may express our operator A in the formA=A−B where
A=
(
0 I
−A 0
)
and B =
(
0 0
0 B
)
are of the requisite type. In this situation, the non-uniform Hautus test (4.6) can be rewritten
(without essential loss) in terms ofA andB. Indeed, by [44, Proposition 3.10], if p˜, q˜ :R+→ (0,∞)
are increasing functions such that
‖x‖2 ≤ p˜(s)‖(s−A1/2)x‖2 + q˜(s)‖B1/2x‖2, x ∈D(A1/2), s≥ 0, (4.7)
then (A,B) satisfies (4.6) with q(s) = 4q˜(s) and p(s) =C(p˜(s) + q˜(s)) for someC > 0. Conversely,
if (4.6) holds then (4.7) is satisfied for p˜(s) = p(s) and q˜(s) = q(s)/2. This allows us to obtain the
following resolvent estimate; see [44, Proposition 3.10].
Theorem 4.2. If the pair (A,B) satisfies (4.7), then iR⊆ ρ(A) and ‖R(is,A)‖ ≤C(p˜(|s|) + q˜(|s|)) for
all s∈R and some C > 0.
Let A be self-adjoint and let δ :R→ (0,∞) be a bounded function. Define the (s, δ(s))-wave-
packet WPs,δ(s)(A) as the spectral subspace ofA associated with the segment (s− δ(s), s+ δ(s)).
The next statement provides an estimate for ‖R(is,A)‖ (which is proved via an intermediate
estimate for ‖(−s2 + isB + A)−1‖) in terms of joint spectral properties of A and B; see [44,
Theorem 3.8].
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Theorem 4.3. If γ : [0,∞)→ (0,∞) is a bounded function such that
‖B1/2x‖≥ γ(s)‖x‖, x ∈WPs,δ(s)(A1/2), (4.8)
for all s≥ 0, then iR⊆ ρ(A) and ‖R(is,A)‖≤Cγ(|s|)−2δ(|s|)−2 for all s∈R and some C > 0.
The wave-packet estimate (4.8) can in turn be used to pass from a slightly different Hautus-
type condition for A and B to a resolvent estimate for A; see [44, Proposition 3.9].
Theorem 4.4. If pS :R+→ (0,∞) and qS :R+→ [r0,∞) with r0 > 0 and η := infs≥0 pS(s)(1 +
s)2 > 0 are such that
‖x‖2 ≤ pS(s)‖(s2 − A)x‖2 + qS(s)‖B1/2x‖2, x∈D(A), s≥ 0, (4.9)
then iR⊆ ρ(A) and ‖R(is,A)‖ ≤C(1 + s2)pS(|s|)qS(|s|) for all s∈R and some C > 0.
Indeed, one may prove that if (4.9) holds then the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied for
δ(s) = c0(2pS(|s|)(1 + s2))−1/2 and γ(s) = (2qS(|s|))−1/2, with c0 =min(√η, 1/2).
Yet another “non-uniform” observability condition is given by the estimate
Cτ‖(1−A)−βx‖2 ≤
∫τ
0
‖BTA(t)‖2 dt, x∈D(A), (4.10)
for some fixed non-negative constants β, τ , and Cτ , where (TA(t))t∈R is the unitary C0-group
generated by A. This condition, which is used widely and often in a context which is similar
to ours (see e.g. [58,110]), also leads to resolvent estimates, for example by relating it to wave-
packets conditions of the form (4.8). For more on the asymptotic consequences of (4.10), including
polynomial (and more general) rates of energy decay for (4.2), we refer to [44, Section 4] and the
references therein.
5. Concluding remarks
The aim of this survey has been to present recently developed abstract methods for the study of
rates of decay of semigroup orbits. Unfortunately, we are unable in this short text to give a full
account of the many exciting applications of semigroup methods and the theory of resolvent
estimates. In closing, however, we turn briefly to one particularly rich example, namely the
damped wave equation
utt + b(x)ut −∆u= 0 in (0,∞)×M, u=0 on (0,∞)× ∂M,
u(0, ·) = u0 inM, ut(0, ·) = u1 inM,
(5.1)
on a compact, connected, smooth Riemannian manifold (M, g) with (smooth) boundary ∂M
(which might be empty). Here b∈L∞(M) is a nonnegative function such that b > 0 on a subset
ofM with positive measure, and ∆=∆g is the Laplace-Beltrami operator onM. Of course, the
damped wave equation is an example of a partial differential equation which can be rewritten
as an abstract second order problem of the form (4.2) in X =L2(M). In this case A=−∆ is the
(negative) Laplace-Beltrami operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions on L2(M) and B = b is
a multiplication operator. Both are self-adjoint and positive semi-definite. SinceM is connected,
and by Calderón’s unique continuation principle, non-zero eigenfunctions of ∆ cannot vanish
on an open set. Thus, if b > 0 almost everywhere on an open set, then bu 6=0 for every non-zero
eigenfunction of∆. It follows that the operator matrix
A=
(
0 I
∆ −b
)
on the space X =H10 (M)× L2(M) (or more precisely, its restriction A0 to an appropriate
subspace X0) has no spectrum on the imaginary axis and that A0 generates a semi-uniformly
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stable C0-semigroup (T0(t))t≥0. Note that A=A0 if and only if the boundary of the manifoldM
is nonempty.
For a solution u of the damped wave equation we define the physical energy (the sum of the
potential and the kinetic energy) by
E(u, t) =
1
2
∫
M
|∇u|2 + 1
2
∫
M
|ut|2,
which corresponds precisely to the energy defined in the previous section. In particular, the decay
rate of the energy E(u, t) of classical solutions is the same as the decay rate of ‖T0(t)A−10 ‖2.
By using Carleman estimates (a somewhat quantified version of Calderón’s unique
continuation principle) one may show that the resolvent of A grows at most exponentially along
the imaginary axis [98, Théorème 1 (i)], and therefore the energy decays at least logarithmically
[35] (see also Theorem 3.4). This exponential resolvent bound is optimal in general: takeM a 2-
sphere (hence M has strictly positive curvature) and b a damping localised near a pole; see [98,
Théorème 1 (ii)]. Consequently, one cannot in general hope to obtain faster than logarithmic
energy decay. Depending on the geometry of the manifold and/or the regularity and the
localisation of the support of the damping function b one may, however, obtain better decay rates
in some cases.
If M=T2 is the 2-torus and b∈L∞(M), then the energy decays with the rate O(t− 12 ), and
the decay improves to O(t−(1−ε)) for certain b∈W k,∞(M), no matter how small the support
of b; see Anantharaman and Léautaud [8, Theorems 2.3 and 2.6]. On the other hand, for simple
characteristic functions b, the optimal rate of decay is O(t−
2
3 ) [8,137], no matter how large the
support of b. The fact that the regularity of b may play a more important role than its support is
also nicely illustrated in [52,87,88,97].
If the manifold M has strictly negative curvature and no boundary, and if γ is a hyperbolic
closed geodesic in M and the damping b vanishes in an ε-neighbourhood of γ but is positive
everywhere else, then the energy decays semi-uniformly with the rateO(e−α
√
t) by [37, Theorem
1]; see [48, Section 5], [129, Corollary A2], [134], [135, Theorem 1] and [80, Theorem 1.1] for
related results. The results in [98], [135, Theorem 1] and [80] are particularly interesting since
they show that the energy of classical solutions may decay exponentially without the semigroup
(T0(t))t≥0 being exponentially stable; this provides another counterexample to the equality of the
exponential growth bound and the spectral bound.
Nevertheless, exponential stability of the semigroup (T0(t))t≥0 does occur, for instance in the
simple situations where M is a compact interval [49] or when b≥ b0 for some constant b0 > 0,
that is, the damping is active on the whole manifold. Building on the the principle of propagation
of singularities (see for instance Hörmander [74]), Ralston [123] (see also [122]) showed that the
energy of solutions to wave-type equations may localise along a single generalised geodesic (or,
in different terminology, along a single ray of geometric optics). As a result, it turns out to be
possible to characterise exponential stability of (T0(t))t≥0 in terms of the relationship between
the support of b∈C(M) and the generalised geodesics or, more precisely, in terms of the so-
called geometric control condition, which very roughlymeans that every generalised geodesic enters
the set {b > 0} in finite time; we do not go into details here. Sufficiency of the geometric control
condition was proved for smooth dampings and manifolds without boundaries by Rauch and
Taylor [125]; see also [123,126]. As a culmination of a series of preceding works [13], [100] and
[15], the result was extended in [14] by Bardos, Lebeau and Rauch to the case of manifolds with
boundaries in the sense that they formulated a sufficient geometric control condition which is
also close to being necessary. Later on the approach of [14] was simplified and the result was
generalised to continuous dampings in [38] by means of control-theoretical arguments (in the
formally less general setting of smooth domains). Note also that a detailed treatment of geodesic
flows from the point of view of fine observability estimates for wave equations may be found in
the recent paper [95], which moreover improves on several similar arguments given in [14].
Finally, we mention that rates of decay for the derivatives of the energy in the general setting of
(5.1) were obtained by means of the abstract Lp-Tauberian Theorem 3.2 in [20, Corollary 6.5].
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Many of the results above rely on abstract semigroup theory, often on resolvent bounds.
However, we emphasize that in special geometries and for special damping functions it is
sometimes possible to derive so-called integral inequalities for the energy. These integral
inequalities, which are typically based on sophisticated multiplier methods and clever estimates
of various integrals using monotonicity or convexity assumptions, lead directly to decay rate
estimates for the associated energies without the passage through the resolvent estimates. There
is a vast literature literature on this approach; we restrict ourselves to mentioning just a few
illustrative examples, such as J.-L. Lions [101], Komornik [90], Martinez [106,107] and Alabau [2].
This approach has the considerable advantage of being applicable also to non-linear equations.
A comparatively recent and comprehensive survey of applications of multiplier methods to
hyperbolic equations may be found in [3].
The classical damped wave equation discussed here is, of course, just one (prototypical)
example of how abstract semigroup results may be applied to concrete PDEs. We conclude
by mentioning a small selection of other interesting applications of semigroup methods to
differential equations, along with sample references: damped wave equations on unbounded
domains/manifolds [4,39,51,83,85,104,117]; local energy decay for damped wave equations
[31,130]; Klein-Gordon and Kelvin-Vogt type equations [7,36,151]; energy decay for non-linear
damped wave equations [24,81,82,119]; vectorial damped wave equations [86]; damped wave
equations with unbounded and/or indefinite dampings [1,12,25,61,62]; viscoelastic boundary
dampings [140]; wave equations with periodic (or even general non-stationary) dampings [83,96];
fractional damped wave equations [65,66]; damped wave equations on manifolds with rough
metrics [143]. Even though the subject of damped wave equations is already vast, we hope
and expect that the stream of substantial advances in this area, whether obtained by abstract
techniques or otherwise, will continue for many years to come.
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numerous helpful comments and suggestions.
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